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AUDITOR CONNECTION

The Auditor, the Sniper,

The Random Actor, and the

Healthcare Connection

O

By Dan Korem

n October 2, just a few days after

the AHIA national conference in

San Antonio, Texas, John Allen

Muhammad aka John Lee Williams,

allegedly participated in the shootings of

people in the Washington, DC area doing

ordinary things, like mowing a lawn and

loading Home Depot goods in a minivan.

The people were in mundane locations such

as a gas station and a bus stop. To the

amazement of most, his partner is thought

to be a teenager.

At the AHIA conference, in a 90-minute

speech, this author explained the behavioral

traits of the Random Actor—the profile of

individuals who randomly kill others. (The

RANDOM ACTOR profile was first

identified in the author’s text, The Art of

Profiling—Reading People Right the First

Time – 1997.) Research was presented that

demonstrated why small towns and

suburbs— statistically safe communities—

are particularly at risk for this type of

incident.  This author also explained why

universities are presently at risk for

Columbine types of Random Actor terrorist

attacks and that adult Random Actors

would begin to recruit teenagers.

What does this have to do with auditors

and healthcare? First, people with the

extreme Random Actor traits, who randomly

kill, often commit other crimes first.

Muhammad allegedly robbed a liquor store

in Montgomery, Alabama, as a part of a crime

spree. It is common for some Random

Actors to attack systems before they kill.

Akin to gang members who paint graffiti or

throw bricks through a window, this serves

to incrementally lower their inhibition to

harm and kill animate objects, such as people.

Joseph Konopka aka Dr. Chaos, a 25-year-

old Wisconsin resident, allegedly terrorized

several Wisconsin counties in 2001 and

2002. He committed acts of vandalism and

violence, resulting in 28 power outages

affecting more than 30,000 residents in

addition to $800,000 of damage to energy,

telecommunications, and air navigation

systems. Authorities finally arrested him in

March, in Chicago, where he allegedly was

ramping up for another, more deadly spree.

Reports say he was caught with a pound of

sodium cyanide and four ounces of

potassium cyanide stored in a storage room

in Chicago’s subway. His plan was to evoke

terror on the Windy City. Arrested during a

stakeout because of a series of burglaries,

he reportedly had a 15-year-old in tow—one

of several he recruited.

While auditors can apply behavioral

profiling skills to improve the quality of

interviews, presentations of findings, hiring,

and so on, they can also use behavioral

recognition skills to identify the Random

Actor. This is why auditors are sometimes

the first person to engage or investigate a

Random Actor who is threatening or

causing harm to an organization. They see

attacks on systems and uncover fraud, theft,

and other more benign criminal acts before

a Random Actor unleashes terroristic attacks

on people. Random Actor terrorist, Timothy

McVeigh, for example, was alleged to be a

loan shark in the Army.

At the AHIA conference, attendees were

asked if they knew of unique attacks on

systems and threats to healthcare

organizations and professionals that might

be Random Actor related. For the next day

and a half, auditors from across North

America described many unique threats and

the need for assistance. Auditors often will

find themselves on the front end of Random

Actor incidents. This can be useful to their

organizations and communities because

they can catch the bad guy before he goes

to the next level. But they must beware. The

auditor façade has one of the behavioral

traits that the Random Actor most despises:

one that prefers to operate conventionally

and in-the-box. This means that auditors

walk around with a giant Random Actor bulls

eye on their backs. The author hopes what

follows will provide insight into the Random

Actor so auditors can do their job and walk

away safely if they engage a Random Actor.

The Random Actor Traits

Individuals with the Random Actor traits

who potentially are harmful to others or

themselves, possess two performance traits.

The first is that they make decisions out of

paranoia. Their paranoia might manifest itself

in a diagnosable DSM IV condition

(Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental

Disorders—the standard in the mental

health profession) or a person might have

paranoia with a “small p.” This is from where

their neuroticism and irrational acts arise.

They will do whatever is necessary to protect

assets against real or imagined threats to

their personal identity and what they want.

The opposite of this trait is a person who

makes decisions out of confidence. When
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Random Actors see people who make

decisions confidently, it can anger some

because they don’t have it. Random Actors

don’t move about freely, but carry the weight

of paranoia. And when Random Actor attack

innocents, they typically go after people

who appear to make decisions confidently—

who stride about in confidence.

The second trait is that they prefer to

operate extremely unconventionally or out-

of-the-box. This trait is identified as the

Unpredictable trait (one of four traits used

in the Korem Profiling System). It doesn’t

mean this person is hard to predict, rather

that they prefer to operate outside of

convention. This trait by itself isn’t harmful.

Bill Gates, for example, possesses this trait

and positively applied it to help him build a

software empire. The dark side of this trait

is when a person is anarchistic and reckless.

Random Actor who are potentially

threatening possess the extreme dark side

of the Unpredictable trait.  Who is the person

to logically fuel their rage— persons with

the façade of the high Predictable—

conventional, in-the-box—trait.

Who the Random Actor Really Hates and

Why

If the Random Actor operates out of

paranoia when making decisions and prefers

to be extremely unconventional and out-of-

the-box, one can predict that the person they

are most likely to vent their rage against is

someone who possesses the opposite traits:

a person who possesses the Predictable trait

(conventional) and makes decisions out of

Confidence.  See diagram below.

(Used by Permission: The Art of Profiling—

Reading People Right the First Time, 1997).

Notice that the extreme part of the

Random Actor quadrant shows that the

Random Actor, if he hates, will hate his

opposite. When reviewing the targets of

many Random Actor, one will find that those

targets represent the traits of the Manager

quadrant. Auditors sit square in the middle

of the Manager quadrant. Auditors provide

a predictable control for an organization so

an organization can remain healthy and

achieve its objectives. Random Actors, like

Konopka, relish chaos, keeping everyone

unbalanced, and thus achieving a warped

sense of control.

Why did the sniper take aim on the

suburbs? Not much of a mystery if he’s a

Random Actor.  Remember how reporters

kept referring to the mundane and ordinary

tasks and locales. Things that represent the

Predictable trait—that an extreme Random

Actor bent on killing hates. One squeeze of

the trigger.  There they were—suburbanites

strutting around confidently that they could

do what they wanted to do when they

wanted to do it with money in their pocket.

A smug, in different attitude that really set

off the sniper’s Random Actor rage.

Another squeeze of the trigger. In small

towns, it’s the predictability that often

inflames the Random Actor. In an

organization, most Random Actor shootings

are perpetrated by employees who work in

Predictable areas of the organization, such

as mail room, accounting, and the assembly

line. While there is some variation from this,

the exceptions are in the significant minority.

Are All Random Actors Violent and Can

They Be Helped?

Thankfully most Random Actors are not

violent. Based upon research, in the public

school population of 53 million students,

there are 350,000–500,000 youths who have

the traits of the extreme Random Actor.

Obviously, only a small percentage of

students has committed or plotted

massacres, although the number of

catastrophic threats in schools jumped to

50–75 per day during the Spring of 2001, in

which youths were found with bombs,

automatic weapons, or plots to take out their

schools. Yet, most Random Actor youths

are not violent. A simple explanation goes

like this:

Some people have the behavioral profile

of a hammer, which can be used

constructively or destructively. Others have

the traits of a cocked gun, which is

inherently harmful. To shoot, bullets need

to be placed in the chamber. For the Random

Actor, these are stressors in their personal

or professional life: spouse leaves, failed

exams, economic hardship, etc. Once the

chamber is loaded, all that is missing is a

triggering event, such as a catastrophic

event, for example the 9/11 terrorist attack, a

raging argument, or a severe personal

disappointment.

In the early 1990s, the author identified

why there are random shooters at the post

office and not UPS or Federal Express, and

why random shootings typically are

committed by people who work in

Predictable places such as mailroom or

accounting, but not the art department,

which is more Unpredictable. This helped

develop strategies that could be used by

human resource managers to lower a

Random Actor’s inherent paranoia and

hostility to severely predictable

environments. For example, this means

pairing a person with Random Actor traits

with a person who is more Unpredictable,

provide more change and variability in

responsibility, and through team

management strategies, ensure there is no

organizational bullying.

In public and private schools, a simple

strategy has been applied to many students

with Random Actor traits that teaches them,

over time, how to make small, bite-sized

decisions out of CONFIDENCE. The

transformation for virtually every student

is stunning. In fact, the typical teacher or

counselor who works with these students

says that they are able to guide a youth out

of harm’s way within just weeks, and this is

regularly demonstrated for the benefit of the

student and his or her school. In a healthcare

environment, these same strategies can be

applied to staff who have the extreme

Random Actor traits; a family member who

is upset about patient care or a medical

outcome; and, slight modifications in

admission processes that are less like the

Manager quadrant, and more appropriate,

like reflecting the more flexible Innovator

quadrant.

Where Does That Leave an Auditor?

First, it might be useful for auditors to

know how to accurately spot extreme

Random Actor traits. That means not

confusing someone who makes decisions

out of paranoia with someone who just has

a little bit of fear, such as an engineer who is

cautious or guarded when making a

decision. This takes a little bit of guidance

because people can talk confidently or act

confidently in their specific area of expertise,

but this is different from making day-to-day

decisions out of paranoia. It also is

important to recognize the dark side of the

high Unpredictable trait. One can’t just go

by the exterior, like how a person dresses.

Tim McVeigh, for example, dressed very

conventionally, although he preferred to

perform daily tasks extremely

unconventionally.

When conducting an investigation during
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which an auditor stumbles across a situation

that has a whiff of criminal behavior, it might

be advisable to take a careful second look

at the individual being investigated and

interviewed. This means checking his/her

background to see how he or she operated

in the past. When it comes to extreme

Random Actor behavior, there always is a

behavioral paper trail. For example,

investigate how a person handled a sudden

shift of assignments, worked with

colleagues, or the tension associated with

the last merger.

If the person is an extreme Random Actor,

it’s advisable to operate a little more like the

Innovator quadrant, loosening one’s

appearance a bit, using open-ended

language, etc. This doesn’t mean lowering

one’s professional standards, rather just

modifying the style in how one operates. In

an audit unit, it can be useful to know which

auditor tilts more toward the Unpredictable

trait, and let that auditor take the lead when

engaging an extreme Random Actor—

provided knowledge, skill, and ability are

compatible for the situation.

The Healthcare Connection

Some of the common scenarios that

healthcare auditors shared at the San

Antonio AHIA conference in which they

believe Random Actor traits were a factor

included:

! Threats to doctors because of a high

invoice.

! Attacks on computer systems by a violent

protest movement.

! Caregiver of a child makes threats when

the child’s condition deteriorates.

Healthcare’s general appearance, separate

from billboard advertising, is the Manager

quadrant—from the outside of the building,

to the bevy of admissions personnel, to

personnel attired in uniforms antiseptic

white. It’s well known that patients are less

likely to sue when a mistake is made if

patient care was provided in a caring

environment—which means being more

flexible rather than rigid, and showing

concern, which doesn’t trigger paranoia. The

suggestion by many auditors was not that

healthcare should completely overhaul how

it does business due to increasing threats

by persons with the Random Actor traits,

but rather wisely apply modifications where

it makes sense. Behavioral recognition

training should be applied from the

perspective of: I know who you are. Good

for me, better for you. It reflects the art of

treating people right the first time, a goal of

all excellent healthcare organizations.

In application, one must also consider

teaching facilities that are a part of healthcare

and university systems. Tragically, just

three weeks after the San Antonio

conference, the first mass shooting occurred

at the University of Arizona’s school of

nursing in the sedate town of Tucson. The

alleged shooter, Robert Stewart Flores, Jr.,

was an extreme Random Actor who

displayed both traits to the extreme prior to

the slayings. Months before the slayings,

staff reported to campus police his suicidal

and terrorist threats. Similar to the Columbine

massacre, no one knew how to identify the

Random Actor traits, appropriate responses

to the threats, or interventions. Three

professors were shot and killed before the

gunman turn the gun on himself. The next

day, the local paper received a term paper

styled letter mailed by the gunman the day

of the slayings. The title of his document:

“Communication from the Dead.”

Bizarre? Yes. Preventable? Perhaps.

During the last several years, this author’s

firm has provided training to more than

20,000 education and law enforcement

professionals in schools. The results: 1.

Many youths with the extreme Random

Actor traits received intervention and were

guided out of harm’s way 2. No lawsuits or

letters of complaint directed against the

intervention strategies because “the

medicine tastes good.” As the population

of Random Actor youths continues to

increase on university and college

campuses, including medical schools and

facilities, the likelihood of Random Actor

incidents will continue to increase,

especially in light of the ever present

stressor of potential terrorist attacks, which

predictably will agitate the paranoia of the

extreme Random Actor.

For the healthcare auditor, this all is

sobering. This means being equipped with

behavioral trait recognition skills, an

understanding of how to engage and

investigate someone with the extreme

Random Actor traits, and organizations

slightly modifying how they do business

so they are less likely to become the target

for the rage of the Random Actor.  !

Dan Korem is the president of Korem

& Associates, which provides

behavioral recognition training (www.

koremassociates.com or 972-234-2924).

He  is the author of The Art of Profiling—

Reading People Right the First Time

(1997).  This article is adapted from his

soon-to-be-published book, Rage of the

Random Actor.
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